
Christ Wash Systems: The future of
carwash at Automechanika Frankfurt
The future of the automotive industry was on display on September 13 - 17, 2022 at
Automechanika Frankfurt, the leading trade fair for equipment, parts, accessories,
management & services. As an international meeting place for industry, workshops and
trade, the trade fair is one of the most important platforms for sharing technological and
economic knowledge. It represents the entire value chain of the automotive aftermarket
like no other trade fair.

 

 

At Automechanika, we invited the visitors to experience an entirely new generation of machines that
combine design DNA developed especially for Christ with cutting-edge technology from the vehicle
washing industry:

Roll over wash unit ALPHA
Roll over wash unit CADIS
Water recycling systems BIOCLEAR and FONTIS



WASH TUNNEL TECHNOLOGY
WASH PARK TECHNOLOGY
SELF-SERVICE VACUUM CLEANERS, PREJET PRE-DETERGENT
ACCESSORIES for your CAR WASH business.

The ALPHA roll over wash unit is spearheading a new generation of roll over wash units that also
includes the VEGA and CADIS models. The BLADEs use simple instruction animations to make it easier
for customers to enter the vehicle wash, stop and correctly position their vehicles. These animations
provide customers with information about each of the care phases on integrated displays, which helps
to create a seamless user experience.

Thanks to the use of the highest quality materials and surfaces, the appearance and function of the
new generation of roll over wash units are maintained over the long term, even in the most difficult
environmental conditions (chemicals, lime, weather, dirt).

Design meets efficiency

The creative design communicates to the customer that they can expect a high-quality washing
experience and evokes positive emotions in satisfied customers. This allows operators to achieve
higher prices for wash services and helps to improve customer retention.

Our management tool CIS-NEXT offers browser-based remote access to your wash systems and paves
the way for the digitalisation of your vehicle wash. This tool can be used to manage the functionality
of your car wash, as well as any faults that may occur. You will receive data like counter contents,
error history and status messages from the system in real time.

The system actively informs you via email as soon as an error occurs in the system. A variety of
interfaces will enable you to link your system with digital payment systems such as bank card, credit
card or fleet card reading systems. And thanks to the Christ Cloud connection, you can sell your wash
tickets anywhere.
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The visitors of Automachanika also had the opportunity to experience the new Christ DNA as a system
solution in the field of self-service washing technology. Smart technology can show you when it is
time to refill your wash chemicals, for example. We offer state-of-the-art payment options for all
components in the self-service range. All of these components can also be connected to one another.
New accessories such as our BLADE vacuum cleaners, mat cleaners and our self-service dryers
complete the self-service washing range.

Let the innovative wash tunnel technology impress you. Prepare to be amazed by our state-of-the-
art dual track conveyor with plates and our intelligent and highly efficient washing and drying
equipment. The universal indication system

SMART SCREEN not only offers you and your customers functional advantages for the day-to-day
operation of wash tunnels, but it can also help you to overcome marketing-related challenges.

The new generation of machine combines a design DNA developed especially for Christ with cutting-
edge technology from the vehicle washing industry.

As a machine builder, it is at trade fairs that our customers are able to talk to us and experience first-
hand what our company can do: For this reason, we are already looking forward to the upcoming
trade fairs in Paris, Essen, Warsaw and Salzburg, just to name a few.

We want to inspire people to take their vehicles through our car wash systems.

Be part of the Christ Group!

Contact information
Otto Christ AG - Wash Systems
P.O. Box 1254
87682 Memmingen
Germany

 +49 8331 857-200

 +49 8331 857-185

 www.christ-ag.com
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